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Executive Summary 8
Ir

Technical Results

Potential Air Force orbit raising and station keeping missions

could be attractively performed with eiectric propulsion 1. hrgn

efficiency plasma thrusters could be developed in the spec-ftc

Vimpulse range of 2000 to 3000 seconds. SeiTec, Inc. has aevelopec

a concept for completely magnetically contained electrot her a

thrusters which offers the potential of obtaining an efficiency

between 60 and 80 percent in the specific impulse range of 2000 to

3000 seconds. The basic concept of these thrusters is that tnrust

is produced by the expansion of a hot plasma in a pair of magneti

nozzles, as illustrated below.
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Upstream containment of the plasma between the nozzles in these

thrusters is achieved by a magnetic containment system. This

system exploits existing stellarator technology to provide stable

plasma containment. This concept uses six shear coil windings in

which adjacent windings carry equal and opposite current. These

windings produce both a twist in the magnetic containment field

lines which increases with the value of the minor radius (i.e. has :.

"shear") and also cause a line of minimum magnetic energy to oe

created in the center plane of the torus at a fraction of the

containment tube's radius inside the containment tube's rear wall. 0.

This magnetic field system should provide stable containment for

plasmas with pressures up to a few percent of the energy density

of the magnetic flux density (B); i.e. its magnetic pressure, %

B 2 /2M. (where M, is the permeability of free space).

In this thruster concept, the propellent is introduced into the

thruster tnru tne wall of the thruster's nozzles, the anodes of a

DC thruster. The plasma can conceptually be heated by any method:

DC, RF, microwaves, or even by injection of anti-matter. The

simplest, lightest, and cheapest method of plasma heating is..

however, by a DC discharge; therefore, effort on tnis contract was

concentrated on this approach. For the proposed DC thruster,

plasma heating is accomplished by a discharge oetween the anoaes

located inside the magnetic nozzle coils and a downstream hollow

or filament cathode which is located on a magnetic field line that

passes near the center lines of the anodes.
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This completely magnetically contained thruster concept directly

builds on the best of the past magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster

technology: the applied-field thrusters. Since this thruster

concept eliminates the physical upstream insulator of prior

thrusters it avoids the inefficiencies, operating limits, and life

limits associated with backplate wear and erosion in prior

thrusters. In addition, this novel concept permits the shape of

magnetic nozzles to be optimized to maximize the efficiency of the

expansion process.

The objective of this contractral effort was "to develop a

conceptual design of a staole totally magnetically contained nggn

performance 'U' shaped electrothermal thruster". Heating was to

oe accomplished either by a cross-field discharge generated oy a

single downstream catnode or by induction heating. in add-t.-on,

estimates were to oe made of the potential performance

improvements that this thruster would offer over alternative

electric thrusters.

Conceptual designs of both a kilowatt steady-state thruster and a

megawatt quasi-steady thruster are defined in this report.

Analysis herein indicates both have the potential of approaching

efficiencies of 80%, at a discharge voltage of 400 to 600 volts.

Such an efficiency would be far higher than that available from

any alternative electric propulsion system in the 2000 to 3000

4



second specific impulse range.

Similar analysis of the prior NASA high efficiency (37% at 2200 y

seconds) downstream cathode MPD thruster indicates that its

performance was both directly and indirectly limited by backplate

losses. Directly due to the losses, and indirectly due to the use

of a very rapidly expanding magnetic nozzle field to reduce direct

backplate losses, but which is not optimum for the desired

expansion process.

The kilowatt thruster conceptual design developed under this

contract could lead directly to an attractive low power propulsion

system. It uses xenon propellant, a downstream hollow cathode

which requires only a few percent of the propellant flow, and a

nominal 0.03 Tesla containment field. It would operate in a

regime in which the DC discharge would primarily heat the plasma

electrons. As the hot-electron cold-ion plasma expands in the

magnetic nozzles of the thruster, the random energy of the

electrons will be converted to directed ion energy. This is

accomplished by an electric field which the plasma induces in

order to maintain its charge neutrality. If the magnetic nozzles

are properly shaped, thermal conduction in the electron gas will

significantly improve the performance over that which would be

obtained witn an adiabatic expansion.

The megawatt quasi-steady thruster conceptual design developed

5A
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under this contract is envisioned to be a relatively inexpensive

Iexperiment to determine the potential of very-high power thrusters
of this type. An eventual very-high power propulsion system would

be envisioned to also operate with similar DC power but would

require a high-strength superconducting magnet system, for steady

state operation.

This quasi-steady thruster design uses argon propellant, a

downstream hot tungsten filament cathode, and a nominal 1.0 tesla

magnetic containment field. It would operate in a regime in which

the DC discharge would primarily heat the plasma ions. The

resulting hot-ion cool-electron plasma expansion in the magnetic

,nozzles of the thruster would be essentially adiabatic.

Both of these thruster designs have the same physical size. The

33 times higher strength containment field of the MW thruster,

however, gives it over a thousand times higher magnetic pressure;

therefore, it can operate at a thousand times higher plasma

d.. pressure and power, if a steady-state design can be defined to

handle the thermal heat rejection of losses.

It is recommended that contractual effort be initiated to define

an engineering design to the Level requirea for sunsequent

fabrication and proof-of-concept testing of at least both the kW

thruster and the hardware required to test it.
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COMPLETELY MAGNETICALLY CONTAINED ELECTROTHERMAL THRUSTERS

Summary

Conceptual designs of potentially attractive high performance

9thrusters are defined. These are a kW steady-state radiation-cooled
DC thruster and a MW quasi-steady DC thruster. These thrusters

offer the potential for long operating life with low erosion rates

and 50 to 100% improvements in performance over prior plasma

thrusters. The kW thruster would be a prototype of a radiation-

cooled electric thruster for future electric propulsion missions.

The MW thruster would be an inexpensive experiment to define the

YJ potential of subsequent very-high power, steady-state thrusters

which would utilize superconducting magnets. The kW thruster

would use xenon propellant and the MW thruster would use argon

propellant. Both should operate at efficiencies of 50 to 80%
in the 2500 to 3000 second specific impulse range.
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I. Introduction

The basic concept of the magnetically-contained electrothermal

thruster is that thrust is produced by the expansion of hot plasma

in a pair of magnetic nozzles, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The

plasma can conceptually be heated by DC, RF, or microwave power.

Since only DC heating appears to be practical for an on-board

power source because of power conditioning requirements, it is

the only heating approach considered herein. For DC heated

thrusters, thrust-producing mechanisms other than electrothermal

are simultaneously present, but for the thrusters defined in this

study the electrothermal mechanism should be dominant.

This completely magnetically contained thruster concept directly

builds on the best of the past magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thruster

technology: the applied-field thrusters. It exploits existing ,

stellarator technology to provide stable plasma containment,

and by eliminating the upstream thruster insulator avoids the

inefficiencies, operating limits, and lifetime limits associated

with the physical backplate of the prior thrusters. By using

magnetic containment of the plasma, it avoids the specific impulse

limitations of conventional heat transfer limited electrothermal

thrusters.

Previous applied-field MPD thruster experiments demonstrated

significant advantages for these thrusters over the self-field

MPD thrusters, as reviewed by Seikel et al, Ref. 1. The addition

13
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of an applied-field to the thruster increases the discharge oper-

ating voltage. This both increases the efficiency potential

of the thruster, and, by lowering current at constant power,

reduces electrode wear. Also, all plasma thrusters deposit a

significant fraction of their discharge energy in heating; the

applied-field provides a magnetic nozzle for these thrusters I

which results in a better conversion of the plasma heating to

thrust. In addition, the thrust density of the applied-field

thrusters is limited only by the applied magnetic field strength

which can be independently selected, whereas the thrust density

of the self-field thrusters is limited by their self-field.

Since their self-field is a function of only the discharged cur-

rent, reasonable performance can only be obtained at very high

currents and power.

15
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II. Prior Results for MPD Thrusters

with Applied-Magnetic Fields

Only the most significant of these prior MPD thruster results

are discussed. A more detailed review is contained in Seikel,

et al, Ref. 1. Fig. 2 illustrates a pulsed megawatt MPD thruster

which used a superconducting magnet to provide a high strength

applied magnetic field. As indicated in the thrust and power

as a function of magnetic field strength, the voltage and, there-

fore, also the power at the constant current of 8kA is increasing

linearly with the magnetic field strength. The thrust is, how-

ever, increasing greater than linearly with applied magnetic

field. Therefore, the efficiency which is proportional to the

thrust squared divided by the power is also increasing with mag-

netic field strengths for magnetic field strengths greater than

1 Tesla. Unfortunately, in these experiments a direct deter-

mination of thruster efficiency was not possible; this was due

to the pulse nature of the experiment which did not permit accu-

rate assessment of the mass per shot. In later quasi-steady

experiments, for which mass flow could have been more accurately

obtained, thrust measurements were not made.

Fig. 3 illustrates a 25kW radiation cooled MPD thruster which

made use of the same superconducting magnet as the prior megawatt

pulsed thruster. Performance of this thruster, with argon propel-

16
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lant and a hollow cathode, showed that increasing the magnetic

field strength from 0.13 to 1 Tesla at the cathode tip increased

the efficiency from 22 to 34 percent. Available superconducting

magnet technology would permit even much higher field strengths.

It should also be noted that the helium boil-off from the magnet

of this thruster was much less than the argon propellant flow.

A life test of this 25kW thruster was conducted using a conical

cathode and a water-cooled 0.13 Tesla magnet. It had to be termi-

nated at 553 hours because of rapid erosion of the boron nitride

insulator between the thruster's cathode and anode. This resulted

from the inability to maintain good control of the current attach-

ment on the conical cathode tip. A hollow cathode was subse-

quently added to better control the current attachment on the

cathode, and this was used for previously discussed high magnetic

field strength performance tests. To obtain stable operation

with the hollow cathode configuration, however, required that

all propellant be introduced through the cathode which in general

is not as desirable for performance as anode propellant injection.

Detailed diagnostics of ion and electron temperature were never

performed in the exhaust of the high-field strength applied-field

thrusters illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. However, in fusion

heating experiments with similar electrode geometries, measure-

ments of ion and electron temperatures were performed. Such

experiments were conducted in the high-field strength NASA LeRC

Superconducting Magnetic Mirror Apparatus (SUMMA). Results indi-

19



cated that in such cross-field discharges at very high magnetic

field strengths (up to 5 Tesla), the primary heat input is into

the ions and the electrons are substantially cooled. In fact,

ion temperatures as high as 10 million Kelvin (I keV) were ob-

tained in hydrogen discharges with less than 3 eV electron temper-

atures, Ref. 2. In the flow expanding from linear theta-pinch

fusion experiments, a similar expansion of hot-ion cold-electron

gases has been studied. Results by York, reviewed in Ref. 1,

indicated that the expansion is adiabatic and that the ion random

energy is converted into directed energy in the magnetic nozzle.

tFig. 4 illustrates a 0.bkW MPD thruster which obtained an effi-

ciency of 37% at a specific impulse of 2200 seconds with xenon

' propellant. It used an applied magnetic field strength of ap-

proximately 0.03 tesla produced by a radiation-cooled edge-wound

anodized aluminum coil. The downstream hollow cathode consumed

only a small fraction of the propellant flow. However, by con-

trolling the cathode propellant flow it was possible to control

the arc impedance of the main discharge. The cathode was located

on a magnetic line which passed near the thruster center line.

Heating of the upstream backplate assembly limited the power

level of this thruster, if the backplate was allowed to become

too hot the thruster shifted into a lower voltage, lower efficien-

cy mode.

Fig. 5 illustrates a 0.5kW MPD thruster which was life tested

Ofor 1332 hours. Because of the time required to perform the

20
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life tests, this thruster was a generation earlier model than

that which obtained the highest performance which was discussed

and illustrated in Fig. 4. Also shown in Fig. 5 are the V

cross-section sketches of the thrusters upstream boron nitrite L

insulator after 735 and 1332 hours of operation. This wear was :V"

life limiting and reflected a large inefficiency. Efficiency

was improved over 10 points to the previously sighted 37%, by

modifications to provide a stronger upstream magnetic mirror

field. However, as previously discussed, even the higher perform-

ance thruster was power level limited by heating of the backplate. a.

I- 6 a

Fig. 6 illustrates detailed diagnostics test made with a kW MPD

thruster with an upstream hollow cathode. These measurements 5

indicated that the thrust is approximately given by the integral

of the electron pressure at the thruster exit. Further, the

axial voltage gradient was shown to be due to the gradient of ,

the electron pressure. Therefore, the conclusion of these results

was that thrust in these low-power low-field MPD thrusters is

due to the expansion of a hot-electron cold-ion plasma in the

expanding magnetic field or magnetic nozzle.

, 
-C.

.
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III. Thruster Performance Analysis

The performance of any DC arc thruster can be evaluated on the

basis of a power balance which considers the useful thrust power

and all of the various thruster power losses. For a thruster

producing a fully ionized exhaust and operating with a specified

propellant, mass flow, power level, and voltage, the power balance

can be written as indicated in Table 1. The useful power is

the thrust power. The major unavoidable power losses are those

associated with conducting current to the anode, emitting current

from the cathode, ionizing the propellant atoms in the plasma

volume, and diffusion and recombinations of plasma on the

thruster's surfaces.

In Table 1, only diffusion to a thruster's insulating backplate

for the case of cold ions is considered. For thrusters with

an applied magnetic field, this is the only thruster component

normal to the magnetic field. Therefore, it is the principle

recipient of the diffusing plasma. To account for either com-

plete or partial magnetic containment of the plasma, a factor,

F, has been included in this backplate loss which can be param-

etrically varied from 0 to 1. Note, if there is either a popula-

tion of high-energy electrons on top of the Maxwellian distribu-

tion or if the applied magnetic field is shaped to accelerate

plasma toward the backplate of the thruster, the backplate loss

25
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Table 1 - DC Discharge Power Balence

Define: Discharge Voltage, V: V Eq. la

Discharge Current, A: I Eq. lb

Power Input ,W: P = VI Eq. 1c

Thrust. N: T Eq. id
Mass Flow, kg/s:E.l

Efficiency: q - T2/21P Eq. If

Specific Impulse, s: rsp = T/g! Eq. ig

where g is 9.8 0 6m/6a

The Useful Power Is Thrust Power, W: P T= T2 /21h g2 m12 p/2 Eq. 2

The Power Losses Are: Anode Power, W: PA - (2kTe/e + *A)I Eq. 3

Cathode Power, W: PC - *I + PRC = # CeI Eq. 4

Ionization Power, W: PI - #eIe/m Eq. 5

Backplate Power (Diffusion only, Ti/Te-O), W:

PB = 0.6F(#e+[2.5+O.51n(m/271me )]kTe/e)me/m1  Eq. 6

where F is a factor between 0 & 1

PRC is the cathode radiation, W

T e is electron temperature, K

e is the abs. value of an electron charge, C

k is Boltzmen's constant

-m 
me,i are electron and propellant ion mass, kg

0A,C,Ce are the anode. cathode,and effective cathode work

functions, V

#e is effective volume ionization cost, V

1 - (A+#Ce+ 2kTe/e)/V
Thus q . ... 2e Eq. 7

And also 7 = I* Eq. 8" 2P u p

For an adiabatic expansion kT/e - 0.2g12 Eq. 9
e 2p

26



could be even higher than that due to only diffusion.

For a typical thruster with a molybdenum anode and a hot thori-

ated tungsten cathode, the sum of the anode work function plus

effective cathode work function in Eq. 7 can be well approximated

as 10 volts. With this assumption, note that the efficiency

given by Eq. 7 would become zero at an electron temperature equal

to one half the applied voltage minus 10; all the power would
tL

be consumed in anode and cathode losses. Thus, the magnitude

of the applied voltage determines an upper bound on electron

temperature.

The volume ion production costs in Eq. 7 can be evaluated using 54

the approximate general theory of Dugan and Sovie, Ref. 3. Their

theory takes into account the competition )tween -Lnizin, anci

exciting collisions of electrons with propellant atoms. Such

an approach is strictly valid only for low density, so-called

tenuous plasmas. However, a more detailed study of ionizing

helium showed that inclusion of collisions with metastable states

only slightly affected (increased) the cost of producing ions.

Results are illustrated for argon and xenon in Fig. 7. Since

the cost of producing ions becomes unbounded as the electron

temperature approaches zero, the efficiency given in Eq. 7 becomes

zero at zero electron temperature.

With the above assumptions, Eq. 7 can be used to determine how

the efficiency of a thruster, operating with a given discharge

27
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voltage, varies as a function of specific impulse if one can

relate electron temperature and the specific impulse. The spe-

cific operating point of a thruster operating with a specified

mass flow to power ratio can then be determined by the intersec-

tion of Eqs. 7 and 8, as illustrated in Fig. 8. Note, generally, 4Eq

the high specific impulse solution is the one of interest. In -

this example, the expansion of the gases is assumed to be adiaba-

tic and the ion to electron temperature ratio is assumed to be

10. For an adiabatic expansion, the temperatures and specific

impulse are related by Eq. 9. It is interesting to also note

from Fig. 8 that there is a maximum mass flow to power ratio

at which the thruster can operate.

Walker and Seikel, ref. 4, have examined analytically the alter-

native type of expansion process found in the low power MPD arc

thrusters, specifically, the expansion of a fully ionized plasma

containing hot electrons and cold ions. They assumed a magnetic

nozzle produced by a Helmholtz set of coils, Fig. 9. The analysis .

is restricted to near the axis of symmetry, and the effects of

thermal conduction are included since, as indicated in Fig. 9,

these can be very important. The set of equations solved includes

the electron and ion continuity and momentum equations, Maxwell's

equations, and the electron energy equation. No asymptotic solu- A

tions to this nonlinear set of equations for large values of

distance were found using classical values of the conductivity %

for the plasma. As a result, and due to the fact that in experi-

ments major fluctuations are present, an assumption was introduced

29
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that the electron collision time could be replaced by an effective

time. In particular, the assumption was made that the effective

Hall parameter was a constant throughout the flow. Such an as-

sumption assumes a saturation of this parameter which has been

experimentally observed in MHD generators and plasma thrusters.

Chubb and Seikel (Ref. 5), for example, found that the effective

Hall parameter in a Hall current ion thruster saturated at a

'B. value of three. This value is also used for the calculations

herein.

With this additional assumption, the solutions to the plasma

expansion shown in Fig. 9 were obtained. The ordinate is the

ratio of final ion energy to initial electron energy, that is,

the final ion energy at the end of the expansion divided by the

random energy the electrons had before the expansion started.

This is plotted against the sonic point location. The sonicB.

point location is relative to the downstream coil in the Helmholtz

set. Zero is at the plane of the coil and distance is given

in coil radii. The parameter in the analysis is a nondimensional

parameter best thought of as a nondimensional magnetic field.

As this parameter becomes large, the solutions approach the

• [adiabatic limit.

These solutions illustrate a couple of points. First, the mag-

nitude of the ratio of final ion energy to initial electron energy

can be much larger than that of an adiabatic expansion. This

illustrates how important thermal conduction can be in such a

B. 'p
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process. Second, the solutions are quite sensitive to the loca-

tion of the sonic point in the flow, and therefore, to the diver-

gence of the magnetic nozzle.

The results of Fig. 9 can be used in Eq. 7 to complete the power

balance for a low-power MPD arc thruster. Fig. 10 compares the

data of the thruster previously discussed and illustrated in

Fig. 4 with the results of such an analysis. Three analytical

curves are shown. The first is for a thruster with an opti-

mum-shaped magnetic nozzle and no backplate losses. The other

two are both for thrusters with much too rapidly expanding mag-

netic nozzles. One assumes no backplate loss, and the other

assumes a maximum diffusion backplate loss.

The pole pieces used in this thruster did produce a rapidly ex-

panding magnetic field. This was done in an attempt to improve

containment of the plasma from the backplate. Comparison of

the data and analysis would appear to indicate that although

some containment is obtained by such a mirror field, the back-

plate loss is still approximately half of the maximum value for

diffusion.

These results indicate that the reason this thruster had higher

performance than previous thrusters is solely due to its higher

operating voltage. If complete magnetic containment of the plasma

is utilized and the shape of the magnetic nozzle is optintized,

these results further indicate that thrusters with performance

between 50 and 80% should be feasible in the 2500-3500 second

specific impulse range.
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Fig. 11 indicates the performance potential for the high-power,

high-magnetic field thrusters in which ion temperature is impor-

tant and the expansion should be adiabatic. Shown are the antici-

pated performance for completely magnetically contained xenon

thrusters operating at two different voltages and ratios of ion

to electron temperature. Also indicated is the expected per-

formance of an equivalent argon thruster. As indicated, these

thrusters should also have the potential of approaching 80% effi- "'

ciency if high ratios of ion to electron temperature are obtained

in the discharge.

W%.
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IV. Conceptual Design of kW Steady-State Radia- .4

tion-Cooled Magnetically Contained MPD Thruster

.J.

Conceptual design of this thruster is illustrated in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12a, the overall layout, illustrates that propellant is
.

fed through electrical isolators to the downstream hollow cathode

and to both anodes through the spaces in the back of the coil

system. Fig. 12b illustrates in more detail the coil of the

thruster. The coil system is built around a thin wall copper

containment tube which has a minor diameter of five centimeters

and a major diameter of 30 centimeters in its U shape. The diam-

eter expands to 7.5 cm at the location where the anodes will

be inserted. These anodes are where current attachment is ex-

pected and where the propellant is introduced into the containment

system. IN

The coil system consists of a number of coils. There are six r
copper shear windings, which is the minimum number required to

obtain shear in the field. That is a twist in the magnetic field

lines which causes an azimuthal particle drift around the minor

circumference that increases with the magnitude of the particle's

minor radius. This is essential for stable containment, Ref.

6. Each shear winding makes one complete turn around the minor

circumference of the tube. Currents in adjacent windings are

in opposite directions and connected in series.
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The shear coils are surrounded by aluminum containment coils. 4

In addition, there are two anode coils positioned over the anode

inserts. Power to these coils allows for the variation in the

shape of the magnetic nozzle needed to optimize thruster perfor-

mance.

The nominal design value of the centerline containment field

in this thruster is 0.03T. The magnitude of the current in the

shear coils was selected so that there is a minimum in the energy

of the magnetic field (shear plus containment field) at a major

diameter which is 1.5 cm smaller than the maximum major diameter

of the containment tube: 20 cm.

At this minor radius, an electron's trajectory would drift more

than 11 revolutions in the direction of minor circumference of

the containment tube as it diffuses from one anode thrust head

to the other anode thrust head. At smaller minor radii, this

azimuthal drift would be proportionally smaller because of the

shear of the magnetic field. This twist in the particle's orbit

permits current to 'low along field lines to short out the elect-

ric field which otherwise would form and cause drift of the plasma

across the containment field in the direction of its major radii.

A minimum of one-half an azimuthal rotation of the particles

trajectory is the minimum required to short out these fields.

The coil system is thermally designed so that the copper shear

41



windings radiate their dissipation to the aluminum containment

coils, and the containment coils in turn radiate to space both

their own and the shear coil dissipation. For the nominal design

conditions, the shear coils would operate at a temperature of

755K and the containment coil would be at a temperature of 481K.

The total power dissipated in the shear and containment coils

would be 645 watts.

Figure 12c shows some additional design details of the containment

. ?and shear coils. The containment coil is formed by lap welding

- thin washers of high-purity aluminum. After welding, the coil

would then be anodized to provide the electrical insulation.

, This is the same construction method on the coils of prior

thrusters illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. In the present design,

however, special attention has been paid to minimizing the weight

of the containment coil. As illustrated in Fig. 12c, material

has been judiciously removed from the outer diameter of the turns

*. of the containment coils to minimize weight and still provide

a large effective radiating surface. As illustrated, the anode

* . propellant line flows from the back of the thrusters between

the shear coils to the anode inserts.

Fig. 12d shows a cross section of the anode inserts. These anodes

are constructed from molybdenum and provide for injection of

the propellant into the plasma. They are thermally and elec-

trically isolated from the copper containment tube by pyroly-

tic graphite. Fig. 12e illustrates the type hollow cathode design

42
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which would be utilized. This type design was developed and

has been successfully used for ion engine neutralizers, Ref. 7.

The cathode tip would be located on a magnetic line which passes

near the centerlines of both anodes.

... ...

'A-
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V. Conceptual Design of MW Quasi-Steady

Magnetically Contained Thruster Experiment

The conceptual design of this thruster is illustrated in Fig.

13. As indicated in Fig. 13a, propellant feeds to the anodes

of this thruster will be from downstream via the shortest possible

lines from the high-speed gas valve. A hot thoriated tungsten

filament will be utilized for the downstream cathode in order

to minimize pumping requirements of the test facility.

'4

The thruster's coil system is geometrically and magnetically

- similar to that designed for the kW thruster, but field strengths

have been increased a factor of 33 to a design containment field

of 1 Tesla. To operate at high power densities requires high

Wfield strengths. Theoretically, the coils system must provide

a magnetic field pressure at least four times that of the average

of the plasma pressure. Practically, one would not envision

operating at a plasma pressure greater than 10% of the magnetic

pressure. The magnetic pressure is defined as one half the mag-

netic flux density squared divided by the permeability of free

space.

As indicated in Fig. 13b, the coil system for this thruster is

built on a stainless steel containment tube. Because of the

pulse nature of the magnetic field, it is desirable to have a

higher resistance containment tube so that the time for the field

to penetrate the tube is reduced.
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As shown in Figure 13c, the inner diameter of the containment

coils is the same as that for the kilowatt thruster, but the

outer diameter has been reduced and the thickness of the turns .

has been substantially increased. The increase in thickness

of the containment coils turns and the increase in cross section -.

of the shear coil turns both result from the desire to reduce

inductance and limit the required coil operating voltages. Since

low-duty cycle operation of the thruster is envisioned, the time

average power input to this high-power quasi-steady coil system

is less than the steady-state power of the kilowatt thruster's

coil system. Therefore, the containment coil outer diameter

could be decreased to reduce the difficult of fabrication.

This reduced diameter and increased turn thickness makes it feasi-

ble to machine this coil on a lathe. In fact, to insure the ., %

feasibility of such an approach, a short coil sample was fabrica-

ted by this technique. It did, however, require the use of a

novel and unique cutting tool. -:*.

Because of the low-duty cycle operation of the thruster, its

anodes, as illustrated in Fig. 13d, are constructed of high con-

ductivity copper. The anodes are, as for the kilowatt thruster,

thermally and electrically isolated from the containment tube

by pyrolitic graphite. This permits independent measurement

of currents and heating on the anodes and containment tube.
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The anodes have a radial cut to limit the flow of induced cur-

rents resulting from field turn on. Otherwise, a significant

decay time would be required for the field to penetrate the

anodes. The shear and containment coils of the thruster would

be powered by SCR switched capacitor banks with diode crowbars.

The thruster's discharge would be powered by a 1 millisecond

Cdelay line.

,
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